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Showroom Logic Named 2015 Google Customer Satisfaction Champion

Google named Showroom Logic the winner of a North America Premier SMB Partner Award in
the Customer Satisfaction category.

Miami, FL (PRWEB) January 12, 2016 -- Google named Showroom Logic the winner of a North America
Premier SMB Partner Award in the Customer Satisfaction category. The award is given to the Google Adwords
Premier SMB Partner that has received the highest average customer satisfaction scores from its clients.
Showroom Logic is a technology company whose proprietary digital marketing platform enables clients to
target buyers with pinpoint accuracy.

“Our amazing clients and highly-skilled team of digital marketing experts have made this possible”, said Neal
Gann, CEO of Showroom Logic. “We have always put customer service at the forefront of everything we do.
This award validates all of our efforts and will make us work even harder to take home the same honor in
2016.” Gann and Founder/CPO Patrick Bennett were on hand to accept the coveted award.

In addition to being named Customer Satisfaction Champion, Showroom Logic received an award from Google
for outstanding mobile advertising performance.

Over the last 12 months, Showroom Logic has been recognized by Google for its customer service, mobile
performance, and innovation. The company earned the 2014 Google SMB Innovator Award for its technology
platform that increases conversions from paid search and display marketing campaigns.

“Being recognized by Google for our technology platform and our customer service is something we don’t take
lightly”, says Gann. “We’re a uniquely positioned organization because we have tremendous technology that is
backed by digital marketing gurus and superb processes.”

Showroom Logic is an innovative digital marketing technology company driven by its proprietary AdLogic and
ZipDriven platforms. With deep roots in the automotive industry, their technology has been built from the
ground up and allows clients to drive market share through mobile, paid search, display and retargeting.
Showroom Logic has premier status as a Google Adwords Premier SMB Partner and a Bing Ads Elite SMB
Partner. Founded in 2009, Showroom Logic has grown to 120 employees and works with thousands of clients
nationwide. For more information, visit http://showroomlogic.com.
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Contact Information
Robert Monson
Showroom Logic
http://www.showroomlogic.com/
+1 3057127031

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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